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Never Meet Your Heroes 

Should We Meet Our Heroes, If They Don’t Exist? 

 
 

Never meet your heroes, you’ll be disappointed, especially if they don’t exist. 

 

If you had met me six months ago, you’d have found a content young man.  I was 

easy going and liked collecting autographs.  My collection was pretty impressive.  I had 

everyone. You name them, I had them.  Ivan Martello, Simeon John, I even had Tabatha 

Diamond, and nobody gets her.  I’m telling you, I had them all.  Most of the autographs 

were displayed on 8 x 10-inch photographs, normally shop bought, sometimes sent through 

the post, and when I was very lucky, signed in person by a celebrity.   

 

There was no substitute for meeting a celebrity, but I was no stalker.  Not usually. 

Sometimes, yes.  I mean, I didn’t chase famous people to have a conversation about their 

life.  I didn’t fantasise about romantic encounters with a pop singer or someone in a movie.  

I didn’t want to be a celebrity’s friend and I didn’t muckrake through their bins to see what 

they had for breakfast.   All I wanted was a genuine autograph, so I could tell people it 

wasn’t a fake.   

 

Fake autographs were big business.  Bad business for guys like me.  I didn’t want to 

buy an expensive autograph from some conman with a marker pen, unless he’d been on TV.  

I hated guys like that, the swindlers forging celebrity signatures for money.  It was hard 

enough to get real autographs without those guys making is even harder.  Morons! 
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They said about 70% of “real” signatures really weren’t.  That was thanks to 

forgeries, autopen machines and secretaries who’d mastered how to write their famous 

employer’s name.  A handy skill to have, especially if they penned their own salary cheques.  

 

I used to love gazing at autographed pictures.  I’d look at them for hours.  I’d 

imagine famous people holding them as they wrote their name and a thoughtful message.   

In reality they were probably all the result of a quick scribble on a photo that was pushed in 

their face, while they were hurrying away from salivating fans.  

 

The pleasure of something comes with what you imagine it to be, not its truth.  

Nobody wants the truth.  My mother had an autograph, she adored it like a religious icon.  

That’s what got me started collecting in the first place.  It was a framed picture of Elvis 

Presley, signed by the great man himself.  Not the cloned Elvis, I mean the original one, two 

hundred years ago, way back in the 20th century.  I never told mum it was a fake.    I don’t 

have a wooden heart.  Mum believed the signature was real and it made her happy, so who 

cares about the truth when a lie is more inspiring? 

 

I prefer lies.  When I was told the truth that I didn’t exist I was mortified. 

  

So, who have I met?  Ok, remember the 2119 delta-ball World Cup?  Silly question 

if you’re Canadian.  Doug McGregor himself, I’ve met him.  He scored the winning goal in 

the match against Canada, Fiji and San Marino.  Remember?   
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Well, anyway, I met him.  McGregor stood beside me in a meth-bar in Kuala 

Lumper.  I said hello and got him to sign a paper napkin.  Someone once said: “You know 

you’re famous when someone asks you to sign a napkin”.  Maybe stars also know they’re 

famous when a cigarette they tossed away in public ends up on zeeBay, selling for the price 

of a car.  A luxury car.   

 

Who else have I met?  A really big star?  How about the singer Walnut Tree?  She’s 

big.  Not many people know her real name, Judith Nussbaum, but everyone knows her 

songs.  No?  Really?  She won seven Holo-Grammy awards for her album: “Captain Salt’s 

Sociable Lung Society Group”.  She was also the first rapper to swap her eyeballs for zoom 

lenses and change her knees to hydraulic actuators.  She wanted to run faster and see things 

clearly up to ten miles away. Ironic, because she never saw me coming from just a few feet. 

 

I bumped into Walnut Tree in Stockholm.  Literally bumped into her.  When we 

collided, she was standing in the middle of the pavement oiling her knees and I was looking 

up at some plastic clouds.  She went flying back and rolled along the ground a few times.  

Those metal knees of hers didn’t weigh her down much.  Anyway, when I helped her to her 

feet, I recognised her immediately.  She was delighted to meet me and was quite chatty.  I 

followed her for three blocks as she ran away.  She was fast.  Three whole city blocks before 

she agreed to sign my t-shirt.  Luckily for me she had given her security entourage the day 

off.  I think I’m right in saying it was their last day off.  I read that somewhere. 
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It’s so funny, I used to do anything to get an autograph.  What a complete waste of 

time.  What was I thinking?  I wasn’t thinking, that’s the point.  But I make no apologies, I 

was obsessed with celebrities.  They were my addiction, my drug of choice, especially the 

ones who tried to dodge the paparazzi and the swarming mobs of fans.  The more elusive the 

star the more determined I was to get them.   

 

I’d spend all my money on genuine, 100% guaranteed, signatures, complete with 

documented proof and provenance.  I’d post thousands of autograph requests to official fan 

mail addresses around the world.  Even better, if I knew where a celebrity lived, I’d sit 

outside their house and refuse to move unless they signed something. That strategy 

backfired on Colossus Cooper’s doorstep.  The big man threw me over a wall and I broke 

two ribs.  I stopped collecting wrestler autographs after that. 

 

The best autograph I ever got was the one that changed my mind about the whole 

collecting obsession. I never dreamed of getting more autographs after that.  There was no 

point.  I really didn’t care.  I couldn’t care.  I didn’t exist.   

 

When I used TO BE, I used to be a huge fan of the wise, gender fluid and generous 

Dr Joey Vendor.  That marvellous inventor who “loved to give”.  That’s true.  Vendor gave 

away most of his fortune to good causes.  He was a brilliant scientist and a philanthropist.  

Dr Vendor gave.  He also loved to take.  Vendor gave me a particle of his knowledge, and 

with it he took everything I had.  His words vanquished my identity and cast it into the ether.  

Never meet your heroes, you’ll be disappointed, especially if they kill you.   
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Dr Vendor was the first cloned human born in a space station.  As a foetus he was 

gestated inside an artificial womb.  He had no true parents, and no nationality, he was a 

child of the universe.  He never met his cloned self.  That sweet cherished baby who was 

loved and raised in a normal family environment.  Young Joey Vendor, on the other hand, 

had a more unusual upbringing.  He developed to adolescence and maturity in an 

underground labyrinth.  Part of a U.N. science facility in Switzerland.  He was called a ward 

of state, but never regarded the country as his home, nor any country for that matter. 

 

I followed the incredible life and discoveries of Dr Vendor after he shot to fame with 

his teleportation portal.  An amazing device that allowed travellers to pass through time and 

space as easily as walking through a doorway.  The “Tele-gate” was dismantled a few years 

ago when Vendor himself stated its risks and dangers.  The good doctor said he was actually 

killed the very first time he used it, travelling from New York to Sydney in a fraction of a 

second.   

 

Vendor said, if a soul existed, it would not travel along with the light photons sent 

from the teleportation unit in New York to the receiver in Australia.  This meant that the 

being, assembled from a pool of atoms in Sydney, was not the same person who was 

disassembled by nano-robots in America.  They would be a totally new human, soulless and 

completely rebuilt from atoms, genes and chromosomes which were not theirs.  As one of 

the best inventions in history the Tele-gate made world travel easy, but it also killed 

thousands of people.  People who would still be alive today, if they were real.  
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His own death and rebirth gave Dr Vendor a new outlook.  He abandoned 

conventional science and became a metaphysical mystic, interested in meditation and 

psychic healing therapies.  He promoted the idea of deconstructing the self, by means of a 

focussed intellect and concentration.  A hard thing to do when you’re craving toasted 

cheese. 

 

  Vendor fashioned himself into the chief supporter of the Nemo movement.  Those 

passionate anti-individuals who wanted to cast off all notions of identity, and who stopped 

judging others according to their colour, gender, age, nationality or background.  It was 

unfortunate when the Nemo leaders were sent to prison for tax evasion.  The inland revenue 

judged them as a lucrative business, and had all their names and addresses.  

  

Dr Vendor said that he was not one thing, he was nothing, and yet he was everything.  

He was not a singular human being, he was a colony of billions of atoms, connected to 

everything in the universe by an atomic infinity.  Therefore, when he said anything, he 

spoke with a multiplicity of voices, springing from the memories of every atom in his body, 

and the connected space around him.   

 

Vendor was made of billions of atoms, all of which were billions of years old, and 

that would be intact for billons more years to come.  All the atoms in his body had been 

shared by every human, animal, plant and mineral.  He was made from everything and 

everyone, as we all are.  Eventually, Dr Vendor changed his name to “Legion”, for he was 

many.  That’s when I met him. 
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Legion had moved to the west coast of Scotland to find peace to write his latest 

book. He was staying in a town called Ayr, in a very large uber-mansion overlooking the 

sea.  At the time, I was living about twenty miles away, so I couldn’t resist the temptation to 

loiter outside his home, hopefully to catch a glimpse of the man who had fascinated me for 

years, and most certainly to press him for an autograph. 

 

  I pestered some Ayrshire locals about the great Legion, formerly Dr Vendor, and 

was given details of his daily routine and his usual routes to shops and services.  I was told 

that he loved a morning coffee and a cake.  After that, it was easy to meet him.  I simply 

waited outside the nearest café to Vendor’s home, and sat there for hours drinking nicotine 

tea and coffee.  Then he came.  The genius himself, wearing a delicate blue and gold chiffon 

dress, a heavy denim jacket, and a pair of steel toecap boots.  He gave a friendly wave to the 

café’s owner, sat down next to me, and smiled.  I was over the moon of Jupiter.  I was happy 

as Lenny.  I was sitting on cloud nineteen and was full of the joys of spring water.  This was 

the most exciting moment of my life, what was left of it. 

 

“Sir”, I said, with admiration. 

 “Yes?”. 

 “It would be an honour if you’d sign a napkin for me”. 

 “Why?”. 

 “I love your work, you’re a hero of mine”. 

 “That’s why you want a signed napkin?”. 

 “OK, OK, I collect autographs, but I’m also your biggest fan”. 
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 The doctor laughed and produced a squid ink pen from his handsome rat leather 

man-bag.  He rested his hand on a napkin to stop it escaping on the light breeze and signed 

his name, Legion.  I saw him writing it.  Legion.  I saw the word printed as the ink flowed 

out of his pen: Legion..  But when he handed me the napkin there was nothing on it.  No 

name, no mark, no smudge, nothing!  I frowned with bemusement.  

  

 “You think you see me, right?”, he said. 

 “Right”. 

 “I’m beside you, here in the flesh, right?”. 

 “Right”. 

 “Wrong!”. 

 “Wrong?”. 

 “Right”. 

 

I was even more confused. 

 

“When I walked out the Tele-gate in Australia, I was instantly constructed by a 

computer programme.     It gave instructions to trillions of nano-robots and told them 

where to place my atoms.  If my body’s atomic structures were built incorrectly, I 

could’ve ended up as a giant apple, or a donkey, or a table.  Thankfully all the atoms 

resembled a human, …me! 
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“The atoms were extracted from a tank of raw matter in the teleportation chamber.  

So, the new me was not created by nature, I was assembled by a computer.  I died, 

but was reborn as a unique and synthetic reincarnation”. 

 “Ok, good”, I said, pretending to understand. 

“That got me thinking”, Legion continued, “Were my thoughts my own or was I just 

following a computer programme?  If my thoughts were not my own, did I even 

exist?”. 

 “Of course, you exist”, I said, “I can see you”. 

“You can see what your thoughts tell you to see, but where do your thoughts come 

from?  Your mind?  Does your mind exist?  Do you exist?”. 

 “Yes!”. 

 “How do you know that?”. 

 “I think, therefore I am”. 

 “No”. 

 “No?”. 

“Yes.  None of us know if we actually think our own thoughts, or if they belong to  

our creator.  My thoughts were manufactured by a computer, but did that computer 

even exist?”. 

 

Again, I was confused. 
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“What if nothing is real, only the thought that nothing is real?  What if everything we 

know is just some thoughts in the mind of God, or the universe, or an alien race of 

creators?  What if matter is an illusion.  What if we don’t exist?  If you really 

existed, would you really choose to be an autograph hunter?”. 

 

 Then it hit me.  Legion was right.  We didn’t exist.  The revelation was cathartic and 

at the same time, a nightmare.  My entire life was the product of a different imagination to 

my own. That’s why I’d never really felt in control of my destiny, because I was the cerebral 

plaything of a greater entity.  It was why I could never think beyond the Big Bang or past 

the edge of space.  It was why I was obsessed with the achievements of others and not my 

own.  And, it was why I was holding a paper napkin with nothing written on it.   There was 

no ink because there was no pen, and no celebrity to use it.   

 

I was not sitting outside a café.  Not there beside Legion.  He was not there, and 

neither was I.   

 

 There was no more mystery to life, there was no more life.  Legion had brought me 

enlightenment. My cup of coffee changed to a Melchior of Krug, but I never got to drink it.  

Everything vanished.  I wanted to scream, but there was nothing! 

 

 YOU are not reading this!  YOU don’t exist! 

 

(2,490 words) 


